To make comprehensive and objective analysis of the performance of the cloud computing system center, a cloud computing center system analysis model based on queuing theory is proposed. First, to describe the characteristics of user's service changes request arrived at center by using Poisson distribution, the batch arrival system model was established based on queuing theory, then solve the steady-state probability of length on the probability space, finally to analyze the performance indexes as blocking probability, prompt service probability, etc. by using simulation experiment. The simulation results indicate that with increased batch arrival requests, the average length of the cloud computing center increases correspondingly. Increasing the length of the buffer can reduce the blocking probability of system, the experimental results can provide valuable reference for cloud service providers.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing system is a kind of data processing center that takes Internet as the core. Unified schedule storage, software, services and other resources, constitute a virtual computer center, to provide users with on-demand business model. Due to the increasing species of user demand, the users put forward requests of higher service quality of cloud computing system center. Cloud computing center is the core of the cloud computing system, the advantages and disadvantages of whose performance directly determine the pros and cons of cloud computing service quality, thus make the comprehensive and accurate analysis of the performance of cloud computing system center of great significance [1, 2] .
For the analysis of cloud computing system center, domestic and foreign scholars, and experts have invested a lot of time and energy to conduct a wide range of research; a lot of cloud computing center performance models came to the fore. Traditional cloud computing center performance analysis models adopt the simulation system such as the realization of CloudSim , they belong to the kind of static analysis model, assuming that cloud computing system center is operating at static state. However, in practical applications, cloud computing systems center has large scale and complex structure, and with time-dependent nature and mutability, it is difficult to establish accurate analysis model by using traditional model. In order to solve the shortage of the traditional model, this paper proposes center analysis model of cloud computing system based on the data aggregation algorithm, *Address correspondence to this author at the College of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering, Hunan University, Changsha, 410012; Tel: 18986139113; E-mail: zhangyong-hua@126.com on the basis of considering the higher quality of service and reduced system energy consumption; literature proposes the limited performance of heterogeneous cloud center server of energy consumption optimization model, to solve the unreasonable resource allocation problem of cloud computing center. In recent years, with the continuous development of queuing theory, some scholars introduced it into the performance analysis of cloud computing system center, literature puts forward performance analysis method of cloud computing center based on profit maximization. The cloud computing center optimization problem of multiple servers is seen as a M/M/M queuing problem, thus the optimal optimization scheme is obtained based on profit maximization. Literature presents performance analysis model of cloud computing center based on the queuing system M/M/l, which improves the service response time, and reduces the energy consumption of the center. Literature proposes performance analysis model of cloud computing center based on M/G/M/M + r queuing theory [3] [4] [5] .
For a more accurate and comprehensive analysis of cloud computing center performance, this paper proposes a batch arrival performance analysis model of cloud computing center based on queuing theory. First, the user service request process is seen as Poisson flow with parameter as λ, and the probability distribution of each batch of the user service requests are known, so as to establish a performance analysis model of cloud computing center, and then presents a method for calculating the operating index of static system, finally conducts a test on effectiveness and superiority of the model through the simulation experiment [6] .
WORKING MECHANISM AND QUEUING MODEL OF CLOUD COMPUTING CENTER

Working Mechanism of Cloud Computing Center
In cloud computing system, there are usually a large number of user service requests into the data processing center, as shown in Fig. (1) [7] [8] [9] [10] . Because there are different types of reception center, once the user service requirements arrive, cloud computing center will provide different types of services according to users' adaptive needs, the price of different services, and the working mechanism of the cloud computing center as shown in Fig 
Queuing Model of Cloud Computing Center
Queuing system, an important branch of operational research, is also called stochastic service system, to dispose optimization design problem through the probability of queue. It is successfully applied in the communication system, production management system, etc. [11] . Queuing system includes arrival process, queuing rules, service mechanism, for solving performance optimization problem of cloud computing center; specific hypothesis is as follows:
1) The arrival of user service request at the cloud computing system center is random; the arrival time interval between batches of user service requests submits to Poisson flow with parameter λ; all service time required by user service requests is submitted to negative exponential distribution with parameter µ.
2) The number of each batch user service request is a random variable ξ, its probability distribution as: P(ξ=i)=αi i=1,2,…k.
3) There are m reception desks of cloud computing center (m<k), each reception desk operating independently, in different batch arrival user service request, the service order of which follows the rule of First Come First Served.
4) The capacity of cloud computing system center is limited, that is the system center can contain m user service requests at most, if the capacity of cloud computing system center is full, then the new arrival user service request will leave and search for other server, or it needs to wait in queue. 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS MODEL OF CLOUD COMPUTING SYSTEM CENTER
Queuing Theory Embedded Markov Chain
Markov process refers to the condition of some known random process; the future and past are independent and Markov chain is a time series with discrete time and state as shown in Fig. (2) . If random process {X (t),t !T} satisfies [12] [13] [14] [15] : (1) sets up, then {X (t),t !T} as Markov chain.
Set I as the state space of Markov chain {X n ,n ! 0} , then conditional probability is as follows:
State space can be divided into several regions according to the specific circumstances of each forecasting object, each region consists of a state, set any state as E i !(E 1i , E 2i ] , i = 1,2!,s , where s is state number, E 1i and E 2i as the upper and lower bound of the ith state, respectively, then the state transition probability matrix formula as:
Where, P ij (n) is the probability of E j via n steps transferring, K i is the frequency of E i , K ij (n) is the frequency of E i transferred to E j via n steps.
The calculation formula of state transition probability matrix is obtained as:
The Establishment of Performance Analysis Model of Cloud Computing Center
Let X(t) represents the customer service requests number of cloud computing center at time t, according to queuing theory the state space of cloud computing center as E=(0,1,…m), the state transferring process of cloud computing center is shown in Fig. (3) [16] . State transition of cloud computing center satisfies the following rules: 1) Anyone state i rightwards can get to its later state as: i+1,i+2, ,i+k, and towards to left can get to its adjacent state i-1.
2) Anyone state i towards the left can get to anyone state ik, ,i-2,i-1, while on right state, only state i+1 can get to state i.
3) Take state n as demarcation point, the transfer rate of i(0<i<n) left and right state are iµ and nµ respectively. 
Solving on formula (5), the system's steady-state probability distribution can be obtained as p0 p1 … pm, then the value of length probability pi can be calculated.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
Simulation Environment
In order to test the effectiveness and superiority of performance analysis model of the cloud computing system center based on queuing theory, simulation experiment is carried out on a computer with Intel (R) Dual Core (TM) 3.0 GHz CPU, 4 gb of RAM, Windows XP operating system and using MATLAB 2013 tools; the related parameters are shown in Table 1 . 
Performance Evaluation Index
To conduct objective and accurate evaluation on the performance of cloud computing center, this paper selects system requests, blocking probability, immediate service probability, and average length as a model performance evaluation indices, which are defined as follows:
Result and Analysis
(1) Total System Requests
The changing curve of total system requests as shown in Fig. (4) , shows that with the increase of the input queue buffer length, when service node number m = 100, the growth of the total system requests is quite gentle, when m = 500, then the influence of queue buffer length on the total system requests cannot be observed [17, 18] . (2) Blocking Probability Blocking probability curve is shown in Fig. (5) . It can be clearly observed from Fig. (5) that with the increase of the input queue buffer, and blocking probability is sharply decreased, under the condition of system blocking probability less than 0.2%, the input queue length of buffer should be 10% of this service node number, namely when n = 100, the minimum value of system input queue buffer length should be 10. While increasing the length of the buffer will decline the system blocking probability, it can improve the operation efficiency of the system, but if increased to a certain extent, the system blocking probability is in a stable state. Immediate service probability refers to the probability of user request that can be satisfied without any queuing, which is a key index for evaluating service performance of cloud computing system center. The changing curve of immediate service probability is shown in Fig. (6) . It can be seen from the Fig. (6) that with the increase of the input queue buffer length, the immediate service probability is declined accordingly, which means that when the length of the input queue buffer is smaller, the request arrived at the center of the cloud computing system can obtain immediate service, with no need for queuing. At the same time, it is seen from Fig. (6c) , the more the service node number, the higher the immediate service probability, the better the system performance is [19] . The changing curve of average length is shown in Fig.  (7) . It is known from Fig. (7) , as the batch service user request number increases, with the continuous increase of average length, up to a certain level, both begin to decline slowly, mainly due to the increase in batch user service requests that occupies large area of queue buffer, and the latter user request service cannot enter the queue buffer and search services. Therefore, the average length is reduced after user requests are satisfied [20] . 
CONCLUSION
For a more appropriate description of the performance of the cloud computing system center, a performance analysis model of cloud computing center is presented based on queuing theory. The simulation experimental results indicate that the increase of batch arrival request number, the average length of cloud center on this increase, and increasing the buffer length of cloud computing system, can reduce the system blocking probability, and that the more service node number, the higher the immediate service probability, the
